9:30-10 a.m.  REGISTRATION – VISIT DISPLAYS

10-10:30am  Emergency Room Chest Pain  Dr. Kummer
1) Review etiologies and initial evaluation of patients with chest pain in the ER
2) Explain the HEART Score method of risk stratification and patient disposition
3) Discuss contemporary laboratory testing methods for chest pain assessment

10:30-11 a.m.  Pulmonary Nodules- evaluation and treatment  Dr. Martin
4) Review differences in nodule shape and size and characteristics
5) Discuss how Differential Diagnosis characteristics may provide insight
6) Differentiate Diagnostic options

11-11:30 a.m.  VAD Update & Lung Cancer Update  Dr. Thompson
7) Understand the Different Types of Pumps available for Advanced Heart Failure
8) Review the Newest Update from the Momentum 3 Trial for Heart Mate 3
9) Discuss need for Acute (Temporary) Mechanical Support (ECMO, Right Sided VADs, Impella, Balloon Pumps)

11:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m.  Ask the Docs - Panel  Moderator - Dr. Kummer
10) Review questions posed by the physicians in the audience
11) Identify answers to the questions based on current literature
12) Discuss resources for further evaluation of cardiology questions

12:15-1 p.m.  LUNCH – VISIT DISPLAYS

1-1:30 p.m.  Lipid Management  Dr. Tessendorf
13) Review the current guidelines for dyslipidemia
14) Identify statin uses and complications
15) Understand use of Non-statin therapies

1:30-2 p.m.  Pre-op evaluation of patients  Dr. Steuter
16) Understand the newest update to pre-op evaluation
17) Identify patients that need further risk stratification prior to surgery
18) Understand the management of cardiac medications prior to surgery

2-2:30 p.m.  What is the best diet for Cardiovascular Health  Dr. Miller
19) Understand the impact of diet on the burden of cardiovascular disease
20) Discuss evidence for the healthy dietary patterns and their effect on cardiovascular diseases and mortality
21) Review helpful approaches to impacting eating patterns among patients

2:30-2:45 p.m.  BREAK – VISIT DISPLAYS
2:45-3:15 p.m. Cost Effective Cardiac Imaging: The Changing Paradigm Dr. Meckel
22) Identify available cardiac imaging choices for workup of possible ischemic heart disease
23) Review the development of new noninvasive imaging modalities
24) Discuss potential impact of payers and payment models with use of noninvasive cardiac imaging

3:15-3:45 p.m. Structural Heart Update Dr. Johnson
25) Review new percutaneous treatments for structural heart defects
26) Identify new indications for treatment
27) Discuss the effect of this as a multidisciplinary approach to care

3:45-4:30 p.m. Ask the Docs Moderator - Dr. Steuter
28) Review questions posed by the physicians in the audience
29) Identify answers to the questions based on current literature
30) Discuss resources for further evaluation of cardiology questions

4:30 p.m. CLOSING REMARKS - VISIT DISPLAYS